
Here are some of our Immediate reactions to the G.S 
PHQ General Body.

1s Letter to the

1. No useful purpose would be served by entering 
whether and to what extent ->om Leven misreported 
Let us accept that the impression Deven conveyed

into a controversey 
his talk with the G.S. 
was wrong.

basis of Deven’s reportWe have, however, not been judging the PB on the
or on the basis of rumours, etc. We have been trying to understand th 
PB’s functionl g from its practice, the decisions taken by it, the docu/ 
ments that have so far reached us. It is these which have made us feel 
that the way the PB has been wanting to solve the inner--arty crisis has
only accentuated it

2. In regard to certain very Important decisions the PB has now changed 
Its decisions. This is the clearest evidence of Its earlier wrong attltuc

1) The PB has come to the conclusions that "nothing short of a Party 
Congress can unify and save the Party from the present crisis. ’ Ordinary 
Party members have been insisting that the calling of a Party Congress 
was imperative. But It has taken more than three months for the new PB 
to realise this simple fact. What does this reveal? That the PB’s under
standing of the crisis was wrong, that its solution was anti-democratic.

The Party crisis cannot be solved by a handful of leaders from top in 
the name of centralism. The decision to convene only a CC Plenum with 
representatives from Provincial Committees, which also were not to be re
organised from below on the basis of elections, was an attempt to impose 
a new line on the Party from above, an attempt to solve the crisis apart 
from the Party ranks.

The CC’s letter to the ranks studiously avoided any reference reelections 
of Committees. In fact, In one place it characterised as disruptive the 
demand for reorganisation from below.

11) The PB is calling to the next CC meeting the ex-CCMs who were un
able to attend the last meeting. This again is an indlre t admission that 
the new CC’s earlier stand that only those who unreservedly accept its 
line could be members of the CC. This means in practice that the PB is
now forced to a cept that the PB 4rg--now-feyced accept- that- in this 
period on in er-Party discussios, when the Party line is on the anvall, 
unquestioning acceptance of the CC’s line can ot be a precondition to 
membership of leading bodies.

lii) The decision to encourage Party memebers to submit charges, etc., 
against any CC members, old or new, of complicity in the activities of 
-ito age its Is also a belated admission that the rooting out of Titoism 
and Tltoites has to be done by the entire Party.

3. Ihe does not give any explanation way It has taken such a long time 
to accept certain correct demands raised by the ranks, it does not ex
plain why it has revised its earlier understanding, what was wrong with 
it. Valuable tine has been lost. By now we should already have been in 
the midst of preparations for the Congress, while today merely the deci
sion for it is announced - no details have yet been given. Vho is respon
sible for the d lay? Can the PL deny its responsibility - for the ^arty 
members mad seen the need for it long ago? The was sp cocksure of 
Itself, so supremely confident of its own correctness that It thought it 
had nothing to learn from others, everything to teach.

j-. It is obvious thai the new decisions are the result of pressure from 
below, which the 3 could not withstand any longer. The however
on uhe strength of these decisions, fckatxthK wants to su^ r-st that the 
rarvs should have lull fait i in the ?B, that it will do all that is 
needful. Such an attitude can only lull the ranks into complacence. Ac- 
tuallj, the need is for greater vigilance, increased initiative.

Jo what 
will be 
minimum 
arising

•xuent, he vb has really revised its eepller wrong attitude^ 
determined by what further stpea it takes. In fact, certain 
steps should already have been announced by it as necessarily 
irom the decision to convene a Congress. J

The CC should have a nulled the 
clal Committees from above. decisions reconstituting - rovm-
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Secondly It Is essential to withdraw the Letter to I arty ^anks. Its 
or'"nlsafaional decisions are asktfix antl-democrktic as IB its Inals- 
tence on the implementation of a Party line before *ts 
majority of x'arty members after proper discussion, in view of what has 
happened in the last two years, the new CC cannot. automa.-. airy t 1 - 
self as the new learedrsaip. Its line cannot be for 1 mplcmenta .ion es- 
neciallv In regard to certain controversial issues on which there are. 
serious" differences inside the Party. Tor any further mistakes on our part 
might well prove disastrous for the Party.

The CC must regard Itself as an interim committee mainly charged with the 
task of making the necessary preparations to speed-up the inner--arty 
discussions and to convene the ^arty Congress at the earliest date.

Of course, the Party must, meanwhile, carry on certain minimum tasks. The 
most urgent of khxa these Is the peace campaign about which the interna
tional movement has vlven enough directives.

We must carry on factual exposure of the bogus independence, show the 
nature of our colonial economy linked with Imperialism’s 1-aterests, etc.

The mass organisations have to be rebuilt on the basis of simple day to 
day demands. Tome general slogans on immediate issues 111 e food, refugees, 
civil liberties, etc., can also be easily worked out.

It is absence of any slogans o • day to day Issues which is further islo- 
ting the -arty from the ranks people, and It Is In this respect that the 
CC has failed most.

5. The PB’s earlier wrong understanding of the steps necessary to reunify 
the -arty cannot be unlinked from its political understanding. 1 allure to 
apply the mass line among the people, as Liu Shao ^hi has explained, goes 
hand in hand with failure to apply the mass line inside the xarty.

7hen a leadership tries to Impose from above forms of struggle, when, In 
utter repudiation of the Leninist understanding, it considers that It Is 
outstanding individuals who ’’unleash'* and "initiate" struggles, it is 
nothing surprising that it should also in relation to the -arty ranks set 
itself above then, suppress lnner-rarty democracy and frown upon everything 
coming from below.

6. he should demand the following (to be 
greater details):

a, Inn ediate holding of a £& meeting 
debarred from a tending the last meeting 
should also be invited.

b) The Political Leao].utio of the CC

worked out more concretely and ih

of new CC to which all CC members 
and all those since released

should be immediately released so
that the x arty memebers are enabled to express themselves on the -arty line 
as a whole. :here has already been criminal delay on the :3’s part in not 
Issuing it so far.

c) All dtfar differences inside the ^arky CC should be placed before kk 
the ranks. Any alternative documents propared by one or more CC members 
should also be released.

d/ On the basis of DZ ’ s criticism the CC should review the peace 
campaign and issue necessary political andorgmisstional directives. This 
crlticls sho Id form the basis of a reexamination 
understanding of the CC.
_ J0/ shou r also work out general slogans on immediate issues like
food, refugees, civil liberties, etc.

f) The CC should prepare a report on the state of the
mass organisations In the various Provinces. A factual report dn Telengana 
Andhra, -aJang areas should also be prepared. ------------ xengana,

^f£anv°catr°n Of fche "art,y Congress should not be delayed beyong 
three months. Tie Congress to be preceded by District and Provincial 
Conferences.

of the entire political

arty and the
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// /De^r Comrade,
K./

Yours of 8th inst asking for leave.

September 10,30.

You may go on leave. As regards the question of your working 0.0. on return from 
leave, if our lawyer comrades as well as comrades on CR feel there is no danger to your 
safety in working o.g., I have no objection to your doing so on return.

Greetings, 
COM.



Com. Nimai, September 6, 1950

Your note of 5th inst. concerning your need of a typewriter in Breeze.

On receiving your earlier mote I had asked Com. Phillip to trasfer a typewriter from 
Das to your place. I do not know^this was delayed. Q am making inquiries, and asking them 
to send the typewriter immediately. I am sending a copy of this note to Com. Phillip.

I have received your replies referred to in your note. These will be circulated to 
dens and sent to PB as asked by you.

Greetings,
y Kamat.





3reeze Unit Sept.8, 1950

Fl ease let me know whether you have sent to Hort a copy of your letter to me dated 
Aug.30, entitled ”0n Discriminatory Treatment and ’Loyalty Test’ Methods”, In that case I 
want to send a copy of my reply to you to them also.

Greetings,
COM
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op ths g . heral bo it cf tkb pbq ■ carping pvbixwxw th 
a*c. aoMvivm scFumw to rbmmtx* w the amm co 
nP»C*JWP’S AFP al AGAIHST K

1* The General Body (&B) of the PHQ dec Idee to postpone the publication of the 
wncilque of the G ntral Coimittee (CO) "On P^CeJosnl^ Appeal Against uxpul- 
Sion” in CROSSROADS and other Party journals end also decides not to release 
it to the Frees till has received an answer from the CC or the PB to the 
present oom-unioatlon of the GB.

I 
2. The G3 la strongly of opinion that this Cosmin 1 quo of the CC should not te 
released to the Press as it will vwy seriously Oare the rarty.

The GB totally and strongly oppose the method adopted by the CC in deciding 
the question of F«C<Joshl>s roadmittance into the Party.
5. In support of the abovewentiemed views of the GB* the QB would like to 
place the following before the CC.
a) Daring the last two and a half years the Party leadership had fbl owod a 

Trotskyite-Tito Ite method of Party organisation. Awong the other ^anifastationo 
of this counter-revolutionary method of Party organisation eno of the loudest 
was the indiserimlnate expulsions of Partar rambers who rightly or wrongly had 
incurred the wrath of aortain Party Commit to os or eertaln rowbars of a Party 
Cowdttee. The QB has no doubt that the overwhelming majority of expulsions* 
suspensions, etc. of the last two and a half years had nothing to do with ths 
Stalinist core opt ion of Party organisation or purification. Thay Were diroot 
result of the gangster methods that Trotskyism-Tltoism inevitably generates 
and did genera to*
b) It was beoause of this basic fact that the GB in its womoraxvkim to the old 

CC* whieh incidents lly remains unanswered and unaoknowlodeed to this day, rads 
de undo on the CC regarding discipline ry actions taken by the FB* the Frovto* 
sial and other Perky Condit tees* (This manors tataa is not in our hands Just now* 
refer t woran^ir). The GB also made the following provisional

* We must try and got all comrades who bad been debarred from taking part In 
ths activities of the Party to participate In the Struggle of the Party to 
evolve a correct political lino as the experience ofrony such corrodes would be 
very useful in shaping a correct policy.

«^e must have a Control Commission who would enjoy the confidence of the 
entire Part? or the majority of the ranks and the Control Commission mat invos* 
tlgeto thoroughly into all the disciplinary actions taken by the dif ferent 
leading Party Cormitt^ea*
o) In the opinion of the GB the above steps would guarantee that conf Id vies in 

the Party leadership that dt was going to undo all the wrongs would begin to 
come back* would enable us to mobilise round the Party all that are honest and 
fighting* would ensure that no undesirable elements exploit the situation for 
their own purposes* Such was the understanding and it continues to bo so in 
spite of the fact that certain elements who ware and continue to be deeply 
influenced by Trotskyism would try and paint this suggestion as bourgeois 
liberalism*
<• The GB notes that the r^-omstltutad CC has stade the stat vent that it has 
squashed ^any of the disciplinary actions of the old ?B and it is reviewing the 
others* Jha GB notes that in tbs ease of P«C>Joshi* the CC has not only decided 
to confirm the decision of the old CC but has ta ken the a dditional Aop to 
immediately publish it in the Xawty press without referring the matter to thd 
Control Co mission or to the Party Cowed tt ewe and ranks*
S. In the opinion of the GB the Casmmlquo released by the CC has totally fail
ed to convince the GB that the CC has acted rightly in the wase of F.C.Joshi. 
Urther the laeonie eenmniquo has filled the GB with grave apprehentsions* 

regarding the outlook of .the CC on the question in ♦particular, and all qaeationa 
of Party punishrents in gsnoral*
6. F#C.Joshi’s appeal was addressed to the Control Co^asion against the deci
sion of the old PB a nd CC. In the opinion of the GB provision of appeal to the 
Control Commission is kept in the Party constitution precisely because it is 
visualised that there iSight be eases when the CC would be unable to Inspire the 
conf 1 donee that it lias given a correct judgement and the Control Ccmd^sion 
which Is elected by the Forty Congress would bo able to judge an appeal against 
the decision of the CC. Hext to the* Party Congress* the Control Remission la
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the body that la expected to undo if th® CC has done any wrong to any awurbar of 
th® Party* The GB fall® to understand bow th® new CC,constltutodby th® old CC 
and luminously elected at that by th® old CC can assume th® competence of 
Judging an appeal to th® Control Cows lesion and can also give a final Judgetwit 
cm the questim* Th® old CC and th® now CC could, of cours®, express themselves 
before the Control Commission and say what they felt about the appeal of \*C* 
JofM and In case they had disagreement with the decision of the Control Coria- 
sion they were free to place their vim before th® Congress* But the CC has 
overstepped Its powers and declared th® Control Co^wla^ion appointed by the 
Party Congress dead and took upon Itself th® powers of giving a final Judgement 
On th® appeal placed before th® Control Corsalssion against the decision of the 
Central Commit!sei itself* In th® opinion of the SB this action of the CC is 
not only unconsitutlenal but also unprincipled* Even a CC properly elected by 
the Party Congress has no right to assume such prerogatives* not to speak of the 
CC constituted by the old bankrupt CC which is responsible for bringing the 
Pa rty to a state of ruin*

In so far as it is unoonstltutional the OB holds that this declsin or the * 
CC is null and void and It further holds that the question of P.O, Joshi’s 
appeal against his expulsion and his readrltiane® Is a question yet to be 
decided by owpetent authorities* 
7* further, the GB is shocked beyond words to find that the new CC has not a 
word to say whether the aetion taken against Joshi by the old CC was correct or 
not* It is incredible but it Is true that the now CC eonfines itself merely to 
state and express Itself on the aotivities of ?*C*Joshi after bis expulsion* In 
the opinion of the GB this omission on the pa rt of the new CC is not accidental 
This is deliberate and objectively It can have only one meaning and that is 
that th® new CC would not like a discussion on all activities of th® old CC, 
that the new CC would like to screen the eld CC, The new CC was> of course,free 
to hold the opinion that F*C#Joshi should net bo admitted to the Party because 
he has done certain things after he was expelled from the rty, but th® now 
CC should have understood that along with such expression of opinion, Bolshevik 
honesty, the principle of criticism and seld^eriticism, demand that it also 
expresses itself on the aetion taken against Joshi by the old CC* In ths opinlor 
of the GB th® significant silence of the now CC on this aspect of th® question 
Is ominous and portends greet dangers for the Party, 
8. Th® entire communique confines itself to a study of Joshi4 s activities 
after his expulsion* The charges against Joshi ar® that he distorted the Comln- 
form editorial to suit his own reformist politica, he has slandered the arty 
before the foreign owrades, he has exonerated the Government and its repros* 
wive policy, that ho has not waited for the verdict of the comrades abroad or 
th® leadership hero.

Th® GB is unable to Judge h©w far these charges are correct for the simple 
reason that it has not ^ot th® statement of F*C.Joshi answering this charge- 
sheet#

However the GB is of opinion that apart froB the fact that Joshi was expel* 
led and was not fomully bound by the discipline of the Tarty, activity pf th® 
Fa rty members in this period cannot bo judged by the old yardstick* >'urther> 
actions of Forty members or those expelled or suspended cannot bo properly 
Judged except in the background of ths activities of the old FB and the old CC 
in general as also specifically, for obviously the min guilt for th® disrupt!®!! 
in the Party will have to be born® by the leadership of the rarty*
9* P*C*Joshi might be •guilty* of distorting the Cominrorr editorial, but if 
this is an argument to confirm his expulsion what will the Tarty do with those 
who suppressed and distorted th® Editorial and wrote that doourent W*14 of the 
old PB and those who hailed it?

F*C*Joshi might be1 guilty1 of exonerating the Government and its repres
sion but will the new CC not accuse th® old PB and th® CC for colossal damage 
to th® Party and mass organisations including senseless sacrifice of scores of 
our cowrad»s’ lives?

p*C*Jodhi may have v slandered * the Pa rty leadership before the foreign
comrades, but then what about those who slandered Mm and the entire leadership
of the ^orld cmn uniat movement? Are cur leadership to bo hold in higher 
estem than Com, Stalin? ^hat about the ox-G3 whs wrote an editorial note to
Stalin’s address to th® students of th® University of the Toilers of the wst
published in the Crossroad® and triarchy deliberately distorted Stalin with a



about those leaders who shoved utter oontwopt for th sir corarads ?
P.O*.Toshi might ba goilty of losing faith in the leadership here and might 

have started to express his new on his own but then what sbout those who 
Wygt;a»mtiCally ©rushed end destroyed the Party and did the job so well that a 
repression thousand times nore fierce eould not do? Shat about those leaders 
who showed utter contempt for their ©orradas in the leadership and the Party 
ranks, slandered the" as cowards, systematically crushed their opinions and 
thus destroying Inner-Party dewoerecy and in rany cth^r ways erippled the Party 
in a manner that repression a thousand times more fierce could not hare done?

The GB is of opinion that in a© using and condemning finally on the counts 
that the new CC has accused and ©ondwned r«C •Joshi, the new CO is resorting 
to dcflragOfy', dishonesty, for the GB has no doubt that far worse crimes have 
been oowltted by the ^arty lead rshlp collectively and Party leaders indivi
dually*

In the absence of alf~©rl tied reports and other data* the GB is not In 
a position to express Itself fully on every individual member of the ra-consti- 
tuted CC* But it knows of the black record of at least one CCU, the COM in 
charge of fS| (e»g* his opinion, sosapooood when th© editorial of tbs Gominfom 
arrived, that by no stretch of iragimtiem could rich peasants be said to bo 
Included in the t«w ’all peasantry* us* by the editorial* There are aany 
other examples). He has been pads a member of the new CC also.
10. The OB is ©orvinoed that it met raise the derrand of a fair and thorough 
investigation into the affairs of T»C«Jo^l and that a thorough investigation 
to be done by a body of eOMpadeo in when th# majority of the *a rty members 
have faith. That this Inv^stlgRtlon rust give P.C•Joshi a ©bancs to explain his 
conduct and that all facts must be pls cod before the xarty with the reccKmn- 
datlons of the Invastiga tion Bureau* The GB is of opinion that the CC has 
wrongly denied i •$• Joshi a fair trial*

Th© GB rejects the CC’s plea that the since the Control Cowies ion can 
ogly be elected by the Party Congress, ths CC had no choice but to decide the 
iisM in the manner in which it has done, whiles and organisational for^e in 
our Party are meant to help the * arty’s work and rust correspond to a given 
objective situation, and not to be followed dogmatically* In a situation,when 
the old CC has completely lost the confidence of the *«rty, when even the new 
CC has taken stops which fill our minds with grave misgivings and when it has 
yet to obtain the political confidence of the Pa rty, a decision of the CC it
self cannot be final end a Control Coruisalon is oven more necessary than in 
normal tines* And if a Party Congress cannot be held then ways and means have 
to be found to bring it into existence.

The GB suggests the following procedure to bo adopted*
i) All documents submitted by P*C*Joshl and others on his ease (except those 

of tech nature or after omitting references to tech matters in documents which 
contain other material) should bo circulated in the Party, along with CC’s 
opinion*
11) One member of the Control Ccwalsalon is available, or the other two ww 
bors, the CC should present a panel of five rewbars, Oeeamponiod with a factual 
record and the CC’s opinion about them for ©lection of two out of these five 
to the Control Corelsslon. Other Gwmittoeo, cells,etc. should also have a 
ri.^it to nominate candidates.

The CC must make special efforts to hold the election as quickly as pos
sible. Such forms of election should be adopted in various places aw quickly 
as possible* Such forms of election should bo adopted in various places as to 
ensure maxiws possible democracy in the qoickost possible tire*

ill) The opinions of the ^enberc of the old Control Go*issim should also be 
obtained on cases which coma before the Com!salon. This in practice would 
Tiean securing the opinion of only one ggmp*6** This ©an be done without caus
ing delay, even while the Control Cosrolsslon io considering any case.

iv) The GB requests the CC to inform the Pa rty full facta about Com* Hoitra 
the third member of the Com?laaion.wty is ha out of the Party, was he dropped, 
or excel led, etc.?
11. The GB eondems the fact that the new CC has not only denied >9C*Joshi a 
fair trial, It is further showing undue and unwarranted haste In trying to 
place before the I arty a fait aocorgpli by getting its staterant published in



/the press. It is clear to the GB that after th* Conjrunlqu© of the CC is pub
lished * those who wish to dew a fair trial to would utilise the
argur^t that if the CC*s verdict la questioned, it will Man a public expres- 
slow of no confidence in the CC.otc, The GB met categorlaclly state that it 
can attach no other meaning to the undue haste that the new CC has shown in 
giving its ooswniqua,
12, The 39 does not consider the ease of P,C, Joshi to be moritting any special 
treatment, The GB way or may not agree with FeCtJoshPs views. The GB la concert 
nod about F,C,Jeshl because It concerns a sacred principle of *arty organisa
tion, the principle of honesty, the principle of fairness to eowades, The GB 
camot allow this principle tQ bo smothered particularly in the background of 
the most dishonest and unsoW pulsus methods that the I a rty leadership has 
pursued in the last two and*; half years. The GB is convinced that the entire 
arty mat struggle to establish Stalinist principles of Party organisation

and xarty relationship,
13, The GB is ©fopinior that th© entire question of how ?,C,J©A1 was treated 
shortly before the Mrty Congress, during the Party Congress and after the 
Party Congress by the then leadership of the Fa rty is a matter than merits 
thorough investigation by the Party#

The GB has heard reliably that Cos, a,Pttat believes that I ,C,Joshi was 
fought in the * srty by certain oormdes In a spirit of factionalism and no 
efforts ware wade to correct him* The 03 has heard reliably that aMnont lead
ers of th* world Communist movement attach great importance to the fact that 
scoundrels from Yugoslavia had exercised a great influence on the leadership 
of th^ Aarty, particularly during the Second Congress of the •arty. The GB 
further learns that Com* S,A#Bango when he Mt Ka rdelj, was aSked by the 
la tter most minute details of the organisational set-up of the I arty, the 
personnel of the then CC, different trends la the CC, strength of the various 
strands in the CC, strength of the various trends,etc, The GB has been shocked 
to hoar that an eminent member of the CC had dismissed the question of throwing 
PCJ out of the Party leadership long before the Farty Congress with the leading 
members of the Tito clique. The OB believes that the CC is in possession of 
those facts.

Ill these facts together with the resolution of the eld FB suspending FCJ 
indefinitely are sufficient grounds for a detailed examination of the question 
wren if we do not go by the report of the conduct of the two moMars or the 
Polit Bureau, Cows* Adhlkari and 3TH vis-a-vis PCJ as revealed by the self- 
critical report of Gow* ^shlm.

The GB is convinced that Fa rty will gain nothing in trying to hush up or 
cover up rery sordid things that are bound t© oom up in this connection the 
moment an investigation Is begun,
14, Thn conclusion the GB wishes to point out that the communique ofl the 
question of PCJ has filled it with groat apprehensions.

In this eo^tmiqu© the CC says that FCJ has distorted the Cor inform edito
rial and holds that out as one of the reasons why he should not be admitted 
into the Tarty, First of all* the CC is awa re that Tarty policy is being dis* 
cussed today and nobody Mo the final authority in conditions of today except 
the Tarty Congress or the majority of the Tarty we^bws, The CC is not the 
final authority to judge today who is distorting whom or what. The Cowlnfow 
.odltorlal is there and w^ry m rty mother and Fgrty unit has the right to 
a,^ree or Meagre* with such an interpretation In the way it understands. But 

i if difference of opinion with a > arty unit bacos as a sufficient ground to expel 
\p me bar then what is the weaning of inner-Fqtrty diMsrsey discussions?

surely the CC Is aware that there appears to be « difference of Interpre
tation of the Coninfop^. editorial between ths one given by the majority of the 
ysrewada ©orrades and the one given by the CC, Does it mean that the Tarawa da 
oomrad >s have no right to place their points of view before the Tarty? Poes 
this Man that th^y ar* to be $xpelled5 Suroly all talks of l*mer-?arty dmmK 
cra^y about which th - new CC claims to bo concerned appears to be a smoko-ccreM 
if this la the meaning of the stand of the CO,

Th© GB is of eeqshatls opinion that the Central Committee's coamunigue on 
ths Joshi question can be used very of festively by many rewbers and Party units 
to bet er down any vl we tMt happen to conflict with the views of particular 
Pa rty CuMlttoo,



&
z Sie 00 is fully aware that two years buk It Is with "ths sar^ subject 
/that the old n began its work otf destroying all inner-art dwocracy* of
Ix^oalng a Turkish terror regime instate cm the Party* Airr.htsr, the OB feels that 
unjustified disciplinary actions have bean taken against scores of corrad^s by 
Left Sect a rians in the las* two years* Those cases should be reviewed In the 
new lls^t* It is also cl^ar that the hardened loft sectarians and specially 
whose who had a band in all sorts of unnecessary punish ants will try their 
bast not to review those oases* The GB is of the opinion that the CC’s short 
and unconvincing ommniqpe cm PtC* Joshi will certainly strengthen the hands 
ofla£t sectarians» tany of whom are still in so many key w©siti$» places 
holding ths Tarty appars tus in their hands*

The G3 is filled with apprehensions precisely because it has not yet corn 
across any concrete steps that the now CC has taken to ensure Tarty vemoeracy, 
to prove conoluslvely that the new CC has rejected the wrong and disruptive 
Ainctioning of the old leadership but on the other hand the GB is already in 
receipt of documents frer the new CC which in its opinion confirms its worst 
faa rs* 
15* Tn referring back the question of printing the co ^unique on ths question 
of PW> the GB io taking the most momentous step in the inn ar-P arty struggle 
than any other stop that it has so far taken* The GB wishes to assure the GO 
that the GB Is taking this step with the full and complete realisation of the 
gravity of the step*

Ths GB hopes that the CC will treat this cm: unicstion with ths greatest 
care* The GB is compelled to draw the special attention of the CC to this 
precisely because communications from hare have not even ben acknowledged by 
the CC or the General Secretary of the Tarty*

However, the IB believes that time has com when it must declare its 
determination that it would raise its voice a ccordlng to its understanding 
at endh and every point where It thinks it must raise its voice in the interests 
of the Party*

Ths GB demands 
the Tarty by the CC*

that this resolution of the GB ba circulated throughout

The GB demands that the CC or the G3 acknowledge the receipt of this 
resolution and gives a prompt answer which also should be circulated*



On t he instructions of the CGM-in-Charge regarding 
re-publication of the legally dangerous and originally 
deleted para of the CO. Gomr unique on the Political- 
Organisational changes in GU0.SSORADS and other Party journals.

D ? \ xi x JS )Qu» xJ Xw dUpXIijJi O 311v 2i 0 SG

The PB in it s letter to the OB of the fhhQ had- stated that the PHQ 
• comrades by deleting a vital para from the cC Communique on political- 

orgmisntional changes distorted the Party line* '•The implication was 
‘■that the PHI comrades, because they wrb in-political-disagreement with 
i the nw CC’s line-, vetoed that part of the tfotounique v&ich gives 

out the line. .e±qu-,xo
Political difference was not the reason for the deletion of the 

para. It was deleted only because the Party -lav^ttr who looks after 
the legality of our writings specifically warned against printing that 
para as it -might endanger the legal'safety of the Party papers and 
the Press. The PITQ unit has already sent a note to the PB stating 
the reasons for its deletion *ih which it is made - clear that we took 
the stop of d eletion only on legal grounds.

TW-OCif in his covering note ta the- Pi5 letter containing 
instructions to the Unit SfTcretary to implement the PB directive to 
re-publish the communique; in. full, stated that, though he agreed to 
delete some portion-of the para in question at first, after the PB 
criticism, he thought-his consent for deletion was wrong. Therefore 
he instructed to zepubls. the communique with an* apology. He sent us 
his. own draft for publication.

■/ The CCL-in Charge krrei-rhhat* the para was deleted for legal reasons 
This is clear from his original letter in whirh he asked us specially 
to consult the lawyer before pointing 'the communique and some legal 
corrections were- made urith his full knowledge after consulting the 
lawyer. In his covering "not-.e. to the PB letter from what he writes, 
it is clear that he agreed to d.lot.e the para on .legal grounds, in 
the beginning.

W presume that 'if the PB was in the know of the*'legal objections 
and it did not agree with those objections and it d.id-n^~a^ 
t^osexobjo-jatJ^OKS, it wtrltf hlave stated in the letter itself that it 
had taken into consideration the legal objections and in spite of 
such objections the statement in full it should go. But PB letter 
does not state anything about legality. Hence it appears that the 
PBS was not in the know of the reasons for deletion when it wrote 
the letter to PHQ comrades. Otherwise, such charges as ’distortion’, 
’revolt against the Centre’ etc. cannot be explained.

After the P.3 letter with the CGM’s instruction cane, we referred 
to the COM on this question, be asked him to state whether he had 
informed the P^why the para was deleted; ii) if so, whether the PB 
and he would instruct us to print the sane, notwithstanding the con
sequences that might arise from printing, on the responsibility of the 
PB and himself; iii) if this is the case, to state categorically so. 
The CCM’s reply to the object! cns raised by CoiiS. AKG, GaD & SVG 
is supposed to have replied to the questions raised by us. Xt least 
the GGM assumed so. And on that assumption, he again instruoted us to 
implement the directives. In this reply to Goias. AKG & others, GGM 
refers only to the fact that PB had before it Com. AKG’s sharp criti
cism of the provocative language of the PB documents. He aid not 
state -whether the PB had the legal opinion before it when it wrote 
the directive. The s pacific questions raised we re a voided.

when the instructions caixe a second time with the reply to Gom.AKG 
the Unit a ;ain referred it back with lawyer’s opinion requesting-, re
consideration of t he PB directive. The same questions mentioned 
above were repeated in a covering note. As yet, thex-e is no reply 
though a reminder was sent to it.

Com,, f^shwant who had • oiks with a Kamx responsible comrade, from 
P. Centre raised this legal question with him. He informed him the 
reasons for deleting t,ie para and asked him why the PB is insisting 
on republishing it ween possibility of danger to papers 6g Press existed 
He was replied that the PB did not know the reasons for the deletion, 
which it th/ou lit was done on political grounds. He was also t old that 
the editorial comrades have every right to refer back dalotsiy Gnoien
to ensure legal s afety. 5

From these, we cannot but come to following conclusions: Firstly 
GGM did not inform the PB that the deletion was made because the lav 
objected to printing the pax^a. II) vixen, after the PHQ unit reie.
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No ^p octal mention la to bo made on Assam, Bihar, C.I.
& C.P.
In Bengal, M. 3erkar has increased his order by 50, making 
hie standing order at 400.
No comments are necessary on Gujarat, Karnatak, Kerala, 
Maharashtra, Orissa, ihrjab, U.?., Kashmir, Pakistan & 
Foreign.
In Bombay, PBH has decreased by 60 since some comrades 
have stopped taking copies and in some cases, copies were 
duplicated. C.G. employees have increased their standing 
order by 25, making the total to 125. All other areas 
have remained the same.*
China Special: e 1 ive received further orders from 
various centres. Total net increase for China Special is 
1175 uptil 5-4*50, the total agency figure being 7550.
Amongst the highlights is Mani Berkar whooe order has 
increased by 400 nearly. His exact order is 750. Sew 
Publishers have increased by 100 and Progs, New Delhi, 
by 50.
In Bombay, BSU and C.G. la&i^loyees have ordered 100 and 200 
respectively. Bagwe will take 1000 to 1200 copies.
Printing Order is 9200.
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etfcSiSX CO'CERHING BIS REPRINT OF RHVIF. ■ >F 
CO . KOLARQV’ > 30 hi.

- Ea&iSX.

In the Editorial Committee meeting I took the stand that AT THI£ 
STAGE we should not reprint review of Con. Kolerov’s book from the 
"Lasting Peace1’ IN PARTY J IURNALS and should on the other hand circulate 
it among Party ranks in the form of an Information Document in all 
languages. I still maintain this standpoint.

before giving my reasons for the above I would like to say a few 
other things.

♦Some comrades here have said that to raise an objection under any 
plea whatsoever is tantamount to suppressing and censoring "lasting 
Peace" material# I think that such a ’master’ argument is a refusal t 
from even listening the opposite point of view and is nothing short of 
an attempt to muzzle the fundamental right of every Party Member to 
gag the person by tills "all powerful" weapon. It is like the practice 
of 11th and 2 12th Century Kohmaden invaders who used to march with 
thousands of cows in front of their amfees so that the opposing Hindu 
and Rajput forces dare not raise even a finger against then. As Lenin 
had said: 11 The basic principle of dialectics is khx that there is 
no such thing as an abstract truth; truth is always concrete."

Ho one is standing up against the "Lasting Peace" material. It is 
a question of time and place and of propriety aka partlculaT stage in a 
a given situation, Com. Mao has written in his "New Democracy* that 
"even in the application of 1 arxism" there should be no "unconditional" 
"blind" "subjective" or "mechanical" absorbing of foreign materials. 
While reprinting from "Lasting reace" we certainly do not reprint 
anything and everything. There Is some criterion, some basis for 
picking up or not picking up a particular thing at a particular stage. 
Correctness of a particular standpoint can also be questioned on a 
similar basis - but not with the words "secrilege" I

Another similar argument is, "You are afraid of putting your 
mistakes before the ranks and the people; you do not have faith in 
them." Firstly, it can very well be asked as to v/liat part of the Kates 
material in question is really "one’s own criticism", and secondly 
self-criticism is not made public at any and every time without one’s 
own having come to a clear understanding about the same. 'nd as 
for giving it to the ranks, my suggestion is that we should write to 
PB to issue the "Review of Kolerov’s book" as an Information Documents 
for all PH’s.

It is absolutely correct that I^rty Journals have a very vital 
role to play in helping the innerap-Party discussion that is going on 
today. But for that very reason great care has to be taken before gteln 
giving a particular bent, direction and guidance to tliese discussios. 
It should be particularly so because the Editorial Comittee, as we 
all know and agree is not the competent body to run the Central 
organs of the Party. »incc it is not a limited but an all-xarty 
question, the Editorial Committee should think ten tines before 
taking steps to five a particular mould to the all/Indla Inner-Party 
discussion. Tliat is why in today’s situation Uie ditorial Committee 
should, Ithink, discuss even one Ato objection and not refuse to ite 
listen to it, it should see that things are discussed in cells and if 
necessary even in GB, and not rush through in the Press when Important 
things are concerned. It does not mean that discussions are to go on 
endlessly; majority has to decide and that too at U*e earliest - but 
not without taking into consideration the objections raised and 
threshing out the things. Similarly it would be nsEteo anarchism 
of the highest order if the principle is accepted that in such 
"fundamental" cases individuals can act as they wish regardless of 
the decision of the majority.

i Now, about the reasons for my objection. I am not objecting for 
reasons of form, i.e. that it has been referred to CO and the reply 
has not yet been received. But I certainly do not accept that this 
reference was a crime against Cominform as we were submitting its 
material for CC’g arbitration. C.C. being the highest /arty organ 
we can certainly refer tilings to it - particularly so when it is 
a case of lack of clarity or doubt regarding putting material in 
the ^ntral K rty^organs.For example if we ask ajiigher Committee 
whether to reprint a particular work by Lenin or Stalin today, is
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it correctly cannot be called crtoe against Lenin or Stalin in the name 
of submission for arbitration.

But whether referred to CC or not, I do think that this issue which 
aroused some doubts here and for which UG Editorial Cell comrades asked 
for discussion before putting in the Journals — this issue should have 
been taken to the cells and also to the GB before final decision was 
taken and then the crisis created*

I shall now give my reasons. Hy contentions are:

1) Though tiie article in question deals with Left ?^ctarianism as wellj 
it is mainly devoted to the criminal activities of a gang - a gang which 
in the words of Com* Stalin is Ma gang lacking princiiles and ideals, 
a gang of wreckers, dlversionists, intelligence service agents, spies, 
assassins, a gang of rabid enemies of the working class acting in the 
pay of the intelligence service of foreign States*”

In his report before the 5th Congress of the Bulgarian Communist 
Party, Con. Dimitrov g had said that Left Sectarian leaders, some of 
whom were ”in the service ofM foreign enemy agencies ” taking advantage 
of difficult conditions of illegality and supported by under-cover 
enemy elements within the Comintern’s Executive Committee and in sone 
other Communist parties of tiiat tlm.. .sueceodea through organised 
factions in holding a plenum of the C.C. during the Turner of 1929 and 
in taking over in fact the Party lea ership* ’’Later on at Sofia trial 
this gang revealed itself as the Bulgarian Kostov branch of Tito agency 
of foreign imperialism* I do not believe that these things hold good 
in our case as well* Comrades can well say that no one is suggesting 
a complete parallel, but it would nevertheless be a fact that O’^R 
reprinting of this article IB 'HIE IW IK SITUiTXOK
would necessarily elicit parallel* By writing this I an by no means 
trying to minimise the grimness of the wreckage work done here both in 
the Party Committees and the mass organisations. To picture Tamilnad 
alone before one’s eyes is enough to make one shudder* It is also 
highly probable that sowe itoite agents hare wormed their way inside 
t te Party* But I don’t think it would be correct to let the conclusion 
be drawn that iarty apparatus here was seized by Kostovs* Li Li Can’s 
blind Left Bec ter inn policy led to the sacrifice of not only hundreds 
but tens of thousands of lives— yet he was by no means a predecessor 
of Kostov.

2) I think that the review of Com. KolaJtov’s book is a part of the 
fight that international Communism is waging today against Titoism 
or Trotskyism* It is true that our Party leadership lias been guilty of 
Trotskyte deviations - of forgetting the distinction between Imperia list t 
countries and the colonies, of forgetting the importance of national 
element here, of transplanting situations from other countries 
without any consideration for national characteristics, of skipping over 
the stages in revolution, of nullifying the role of the peasantry 
(tliat too in the colonies I), of refusing to riake a distinction within 
the bourgeoisie, of violating the Leninist understanding of link 
with the masses, of confusing the consciousness of the vanguard with 
the consciousness of the class and of the masses, of conceiving 
revolutionary struggle in an upward straight line, of criminal Left- 
Sectarian adventurism resulting in a very serious sabotage of the 
revolutionary struggle, and of repudiation of proletarian internation
alism, of liquidating Inner-Party Democracy and of decimating the 
arty and rass organisations* This lias been our Trotskyism. But I 

think that this is qualitatively different from the present stage of 
Trotskylma of which another name is fitoim* I do not think that our 
iarty leadership lias been guilty of Titoite deviation* To my mind 
tills is a right reformist political tendency which springs from 
bo irgeois netionallm# Internally it takes the country back to 
the bourgeois orbit, tails behind bourgeoisie, encourages rich peasan
try and dissolves the Party of the proletariat in the welter of 
bourgeoisie arid other elements which together constitute the 
’monolithic democratic front’1.xwd Lnd externally it is rabidly anti- 
Soviet and a conscious direct ^gent of the intelligent service of 
world imperialism I do not tiiink that this deviation or conscious 
a th of turning the Party into an toerican Party and of serving the 

Interests of world monopolist bourgeoisie is identical with our 
deviation and actions. Our Left sectarian deviation and the itolte devi^tlon are two opposite deviations* Ho doubt Titoite
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terrorist Methods were practised inside the tarty, but even then we must 
not confuse our fight against Left Sectarianism with the fight against 
Titoism. Present article beginning with the fight against X^eft 
Sectarianism passes over to the fight against present day Trotskyism 
or Titoisn - and therein lies its importance for the countries of 
People’s Democracy for which this article has been mainly written.

3) From the above two points X conclude that the min burden (f the 
article is samething that becomes qualitatively different from our 
deviations. That is why I am not in favour of its reprinting IN Tiff. 
PARTY JOURNALS AT THIS STAGE for it nay lead to the drawing k of unwarr
anted conclusions. re our own cricks not grave enough? I do not 
hold that heavens would fall if this article is reprinted today;
but I do maintain that it would create a certain likelihood of its 
misvuw* by the ©n&mlos of the Party and oven then© who have been thrown 
out of the ±arty because of their heineous anti-Party crimes will 
start claiming that they stand vindicated. I am not saying that our 
comrades sho ild be afraid of this, but why should we ourselves lend a 
helping hand in creating such a situation - and particularly so when the 
things referred to in the article are not just ours, but very much 
more and when it is quite likely that our comrades my be rown on 
the defensive and even in temporary perplexity because understanding of 
our serious mistakes and clarity about the forward line is not yet 
arrived at, because even documents have not yet reached many places 
and at some places even things like Jail Document are being studied and 
admired. I say reprint the article in the Tarty Journals when our 
comrades are sufficiently armed Ideologically; then the possibility of 
its misuse would be very much minimised and instead we ourselves would 
wield it successfully outside the Party.

For these above reasons I hold the view that the view of Gom.Kolorov 
book should not be reprinted IN THE PARTY JOURNALS AT THIS STAGE.

Along with this my suggestion is that we should write to the PB 
to issue this review to all PiPs as an Information Document in all 
languages. This because even though the review in the main goes muhh 
beyond the doings of our blind Left Sectarian leadership* it also 
deals with left sectarianism and uncovers its ugly face in all its k 
horroes. It shows low the Left Sectarian leaders pursue an anti- 
Bolshievik course, decimate the Party under the guise of false 
gBolsheyisation" and ’forms”, sabotage the revolutionary movement 
through disastrous ’’Left phraseology” and in the words of Con.Dimitrov 
are fmind to be the ’’best allies” of the Fascist dictatorship. It 
also shows where - at whose feet these Left Sectarian leaders mixed 
up with conscious agents of the Imperialist intelligence service can 
ultimately lead to. That is wliy this review would be very helpful 
to the Party ranks at this stage in the understanding of and the fight 
against Left Sectarianism.

Hence I an placing my first objection and the second suggestion 
in regard to the review of Com. Kolarov* s book. Argument of delay xsosm 
cannot be a particularly deciding factor© here for the same holds 
good about all documents.

I would mention here that even though I know that the overwhelming 
majority of comrades here are for putting the review in the Party 
hourmls but I am not yet convinced about incorrectness of my position 
and that is why I am placing my point of view before the comrades.

In the end I would say one thing more. Then the ready pages 
containing review of Com. Kolarov’s book were withdrawn from the 
machine after the majority decision of the Cell Secretles Unit, some 
comrades started spying that this is a crime against Cominform. I 
would only submit that when composed material of Lenin’s writings 
against Revisionism was scrapped not very long back, nobody thought 
of brandishing tlie formulation ’’anti-Lenin crime.1” I would say that 
this is a twin of the formulation that raising doubt about the 
reprint of ’’Lasting ieace” article at a particular stage is suppression 
of ’Lasting Peace”. We have had enough of such formulations and such 
throttlings I Lenin’s famous saying ‘‘Marxism is a guide to action” has 
to be paid heed to not only by those who are said to be dyed-in-the- 
wool Left sectarIans. And inner-harty democracy is the basis on 
which Bolshevik criticism is developed Party discipline is strengthened 
and Party becomes capable of performing its historically destined role.
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